
JANINE THE BEAN RESCUE FOSTER APPLICATION 

Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip: _____________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________ 

Email: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Occupation: __________________________________________________________________ 

Place of Employment: __________________________________________________________      

In your own words, please explain why you want to foster for Janine the Bean Rescue? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please provide a personal reference (someone who knows you well and who would be 

supportive of your application to foster for Janine the Bean Rescue. 

Name & relationship to you: _____________________________________________________ 

Phone number: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

DISCLOSURE: 

Janine the Bean Rescue is a not for profit organization managed entirely by volunteers who 

are committed to providing the animals in our care the best possible alternative to their sad 

lives on the streets. We must act in the best interest of our animals at all times, and 

therefore reserve the right to select volunteers that best meet the current and long term 

needs of our animals and organization. We will perform a background check based on the 

information that you have provided. If there are any past or pending allegations, and/or 

criminal charges pertaining to animal neglect or animal cruelty against you or anyone in 

your household, you will be immediately disqualified as a potential foster. 



FOSTER AGREEMENT 

 I agree to care for the cats in my care in a humane matter. This includes supplying 

adequate food, water, shelter, temperature control and attention, to the best of my 

ability. 

                                                                                                                                       
 I understand and agree that Janine the Bean Rescue makes no guarantees about various 

cats’ temperaments and is not responsible for future damages or injuries caused by 

them. 

 

 I agree to keep the rescue informed of my current home address and phone number, 

should either change, for the duration of my volunteering. 

 

I agree that all statements I have made on this form are true. If at any time, it is found that 

any statements I have made on this form are false, I understand that my affiliation with 

Janine the Bean Rescue will be jeopardized and my status as a volunteer may be terminated 

immediately. I further agree to never bring suit, whether criminal or civil, and never to 

spread malicious information on social media or other media channels about Janine the 

Bean Rescue, its animals, volunteers, associates, affiliates, partners, sponsors, adopters or 

merchandisers. 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Foster’s Signature:          Date:  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Director of Janine the Bean Rescue:        Date:  

 

Janine the Bean Rescue, Inc., is a not-for-profit organization 
janinethebeanrescue@gmail.com 
http://www.janinethebeanrescue.org/ 
https://www.facebook.com/Janinethebeanrescue/ 
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